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contour integration, 98
contraction mapping, 314
convergence rate

Chebyshev polynomials, 23
cubic polynomial

analytic solution for reduced cubic, 198
and catastrophe theory, 219
and one-dimensional advection (Burgers)

equation, 219
ill-conditioning of root formulas, 202
linearity of root contours, 221
perturbation series, 208–217
phase-plane analysis, 221
reduced cubic, 197
symmetrized solution by radicals, 201
trigonometric root formula, 206

Davidenko equation, 162–165
direct rootfinding methods for special low-order

systems, 394
discriminant, 184
doublet, root, 43
dynamic range, 27–28, 61–66

Emma Boyd strategy, 66
enclosing polynomials, 356–360
explicit solutions

conversion of trigonometric polynomial to an
algebraic polynomial, 237

cubic polynomial, 198–207
hyperbolic functions, 243
linear trigonometric polynomials, 240
quadratic cosine polynomials, 243
quadratic polynomial, 193
quadratic sine polynomials, 243
quadratic trigonometric polynomials, 241
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surds and radicals in f (x), 236
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fixed point iteration, 314
fold, see limit point
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example

Bender et al., 164
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example of failure, 279
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globally convergent, 393
probability-one homotopy, definition of, 168
three general, 166
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infinite interval

numerical example, 37
proxies for, 35

initialization, 11
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exploiting symmetry, 39
in the complex plane, 96
multidomain error analysis, 66
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Lagrange’s series reversion, 334
table of properties, 330

inverse interpolation, 317–318
Ioakimidis’s rootfinding algorithm, 318
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relationship to Wright ω function, 245
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definition, 150
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MAG-Contour, 313, 366–367
MAG-reversed axes for inverse function, 313,

331–334
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Chebyshev coefficients of d f /d x from those of
f (x), 413

Clenshaw’s recurrence to sum a Chebyshev
series, 412

expansion of inverse function about a limit
point, 337

Holmes’s problem with beyond-all-orders
corrections, 287

log-and-polynomial roots, 111
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log-and-power series for modon dispersion
relation, 295

log/log-log series for Lambert W-function, 290
Newton’s iteration, 147
Padé–Chebyshev-proxy rootfinding, 45
perturbation series for the inverse function, 336
perturbation theory at a limit point, 267
perturbation theory from Newton’s method,

260
power series for the steepest descent metric

factor, 278
radial basis function (RBF) equivalence equation

never-failing Newton’s initialization (NFNI),
44

perturbation series, 42
regular perturbation series, 250

marching triangles, 381–382
defects, 381
summary, 381

MATLAB code
bisection, 344
Chebyshev coefficients of d f /d x from those of

f (x), 414
Chebyshev companion matrix, 404
Clenshaw’s recurrence to sum a Chebyshev

series, 413
CPR function, 33
CPR main script, 32
Legendre polynomial companion matrix, 405
Newton’s iteration, 147

monomial basis
ill-conditioning, 183

Muller iteration, 133–135
multiple roots, 43

ill-conditioning, 177
Kahan’s pejorative manifold for, 181
multiple-root starburst, 177
square-free polynomials, 181

multithreaded iteration, 134
multivariate rootfinding, 13

never-failing Newton’s initialization (NFNI), 137–146
Newton flow, 124

convergence domain, 131
Newton’s iteration

convergence domain, 130–133
digit-doubling convergence, 119
enlarging the convergence domain, 134
exponential decay of Newton flow theorem, 125
geometrical, tangent-line interpretation, 118
line search, Armijo, 123
Maple code, 147
MATLAB code, 147
multiple roots, 121

never-failing Newton’s initialization (NFNI),
137

Newton flow, 124
overview, 117
steepest descent, relationship to, 123
underrelaxation, 121
with approximate derivative (quasi-Newton),

126
Newton’s iteration, bivariate, 369
Newton-polishing

definition, 29
mechanics, 73–75

nomography, 222
numerical examples

Airy roots, 326
Bessel zeros, 274
Bratu eigenvalue equation, 338
Camassa–Holm soliton, 332–333
Charney baroclinic instability problem, 109
complex roots from

Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB)
dispersion relation, 107

complex-valued zeros of error function, erf(x),
270

f = x tan(x)− 1, 254
Hermite function zeros, 37
Holmes’s problem with beyond-all-orders

corrections, 285
inverse of complete first-kind elliptic integral,

330
Kepler equation, 126
modon dispersion relation, 293
Newton’s cubic, 279
Paterson’s problem: x +λx7/8 − 1, 264
radial basis function (RBF) equivalence

equation, 39
steepest descent stationary point equation, 276
Troesch’s problem, 301

oracles, 343–360
Bolzano enclosing functions, 357
Bolzano’s f (a) f (b )< 0 oracle, 184
Bolzano’s with one-signed first derivative, 345
Budan–Fourier real roots on an interval, 185
contour integral for the number of roots within

the contour, 349
derivative bound, 350
Descartes’s rule of signs, 184
enclosing functions

interval containing precisely one zero, 358
first bounded curvature zero-free interval, 353
fundamental theorem of algebra, 183
multivariate quadratic

polynomial/Field–Morgan, 355
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one-signed curvature, 346
positive Bernstein coefficients, 186
second bounded curvature zero-free interval,

354
small symmetric part implies at least one zero,

91
Sturm sequence of real roots on an interval,

185
trigonometric polynomial with zero constant

must have a real root, 90
univariate quadratic polynomial/Field–Morgan,

355
zero-free first derivative, 358
zero-free intervals from enclosing functions,

356

Padé approximants, 44–46, 256
Froissart doublets, 45, 257
Newton’s cubic, 280
reducing failures by SVD (singular value

decomposition), 257
two-point, 257

parametric interval polynomialization (PIP), 329
parity, 39

definition, 39
exploiting, 39

in trigonometric rootfinding, 82–85
partition-of-unity functions

blending different approximations, 143
definition, 145

perturbation series
1/N expansion, 263
about a limit point, 264
and Newton’s iteration, 253, 259
artificial perturbation parameters, 256, 263
expansion about a limit point for inverse

functions, 336
hyperasymptotic, 285
in 3.99 dimensions, 263
inverse powers, 253
regular, 249–281

Maple code, 250
replacing f (x) by its asymptotic expansion, 270
singular, 283–307

strategies, 306
Troesch problem, 301

superasymptotic, 285
phase-plane analysis, 319

cubic polynomial, 221
quartic polynomial, 229

polynomial roots
ill-conditioning

due to monomial basis, 182
of multiple roots, 176

Puiseux fractional power series, 188
Whittaker’s root series, 186

polynomialization of a transcendental function
complex plane, 107
example, 4

proxies, 18
pseudoarclength continuation, 169
pseudoresult, 179
Puiseux series, 188, 251

quadratic polynomial
well-conditioned root formula, 193

quadrature formula
Chebyshev, 417
Clenshaw–Curtis adaptive, 416
contour integration, 99
trapezoidal rule (periodic integrand), 418

quartic polynomial
and swallowtail catastrophe, 226
doubly reduced, 226
equivalence to intersecting conic sections, 231
explicit solution to reduced quartic, 225
linearity of root isolines, 230
phase-plane analysis, 229

quasi-Newton iterations, 126
quintic polynomial roots, 189

radial basis functions (RBFs)
roots of RBF series, 72

rational Chebyshev basis functions, 35
map parameter L, 36

rational Chebyshev interpolation
infinite domain (TB), 35, 415
semi-infinite domain (TL), 36, 415

resultants, 372–373
numerical comparisons with block companion

matrix accuracy, 379
Riemann–Hilbert method, 247

semi-infinite interval
proxies for, 36

Shafer iteration, 133–135
Shakespeare–Weierstrass principle, 5
shamrock principle, 22
singularities of f (x)

bounded endpoint, 34
weak on the search interval, 34

solutions at infinity
definition, 371

special functions
explanation of, 324
rootfinding themes, 325
virtues and vices of special rootfinding methods,

326
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spectrally enhanced/Weyl exclusionary subdivision/
marching triangles, 394

summary, 393
square-free polynomials, 181
stenarithm, 323
Sturm–Liouville eigenproblem of the fourth kind,

107
subdivision, 28–29
successive substitution, 314–316

with underrelaxation, 315
superasymptotic, 285

T Bn(x; L), 35
theorems, 357

analytic solution of the quadratic, 193
analytic solution of the reduced quartic, 225
bisection convergence, 346
bivariate Bezout, 371
bivariate bounded curvature zero-free square,

388
bivariate linear polynomial interpolation

formulas, 419
bivariate polynomial vertex value zero-free test

on a triangle, 420
Bolzano oracle with one-signed first derivative,

345
Bolzano’s f (a) f (b )< 0 oracle, 184
bound on pseudoresult set, 179
Budan–Fourier oracle: real roots on an interval,

185
Chebyshev convergence, 24
contour integral for the number of roots within

the contour, 349
curvature-bounded movement from a stationary

point, 351
derivative-bound oracle, 350
Descartes’s rule of signs, 184
different signs of f (x, y) at vertices of a triangle

imply a zero contour in the triangle, 420
dilation of the reduced cubic, 204
doubly reduced/single-parameter cubic, 205
enclosing functions: Bolzano oracle, 357
enclosing functions: interval containing

precisely one zero, 358
exponential decay of Newton flow, 125
factorization theorems of a trigonometric

polynomial, 85
first bounded curvature zero-free interval, 353
first derivative bound/equispaced sampling, 88
Fourier derivative bounds, 350
fundamental theorem of algebra, 183
fundamental theorem of trigonometric algebra,

77
general polynomial companion matrix, 407

generalized companion matrix, 402
Hermite companion matrix, 406
implicit function theorem, 149
intersection of two lines, 421
Legendre companion matrix, 405
line through triangle vertices, 421
line through two points, 421
linearity of contours of quartic roots, 230
Lipschitz zero-free interval, 382
Markoff’s derivative bound, 350
multiple roots of a polynomial, 184
multivariate quadratic

polynomial/Field–Morgan oracle, 355
number of roots of a real quadratic

trigonometric polynomial, 241
one-signed curvature oracle, 346
other properties of quadratic trigonometric

polynomials, 241
perturbation of a simple root, 180
Poisson summation, 423
polynomial enclosing function, 360
polynomial factorization, 183
polynomial/Fourier cosine equivalence, 349
positive Bernstein coefficients oracle, 186
reduction by translation: quadratic, 195
Rolle’s theorem, 345
second bounded curvature zero-free interval,

354, 383
second derivative bound: no real zeros, 90
small symmetric part implies at least one zero,

91
square-to-disk conformal mapping, 105
Sturm sequence of real roots on an interval

oracle, 185
trigonometric polynomial enclosing function,

359
trigonometric polynomial with zero constant

must have a real root, 90
univariate quadratic polynomial/Field–Morgan

oracle, 355
Vieta’s root identities

cubic polynomial, 224
quartic, 231

Vieta’s root theorem: quadratic, 195
zero-free first derivative, 358
zero-free interval

from enclosing functions, 356
second derivative bound, 89
using first derivative bound, 88

zero-free sufficient condition: large constant, a0,
87

zeros of functions with definite parity, 39
T Ln(x; L), 36
transcritical bifurcation point, 152
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trigonometric polynomials
conversion to an algebraic polynomial by

cos(x) = c , sin(x) =
�

1− c 2, 239
conversion to an algebraic polynomial by

z = exp(i x), 237
conversion to an algebraic polynomial by tan

half-angle substitution, 240
definition of, 77
explicit solution for first degree, 240
explicit solution for quadratic, 241
explicit solution for quadratic cosine

polynomial, 243
explicit solution for quadratic sine polynomial,

243

factorization theorems, 85
history of Fourier rootfinding, 91
secular, 70

turning point, see limit point

Weierstrass approximation theorem, 5
Weyl subdivision

bivariate endgame, 390
bivariate examples, 389
complex-plane squares, 112
dynamic range problems, 385
spectral enhancement, 388
univariate, 382
with marching triangles, summary of, 393

Wright ω function, 245


